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1 Introdution

We demonstrate JITty, a simple rewrite implementation along the lines of the Just-In-

Time rewrite strategy, explained and justi�ed at WRS 2001 (see [4℄). The ore rewrite

engine normalizes terms w.r.t. a given term rewrite system (TRS) aording to a given

strategy annotation. We shortly review strategy annotations in Setion 2. Our tool has

the following distinguishing features:

{ It provides the exibility of user de�ned strategy annotations.

{ Strategy annotations are heked for orretness, and it is guaranteed that all

produed results are normal forms w.r.t. the underlying TRS.

{ The tool is \light-weight" with ompat but fast ode.

{ A TRS is interpreted, rather than ompiled, so the tool has a short start-up time

and is portable to many platforms.

We wrote a simple demonstrator (Setion 4), whih an be used to experiment

with strategy annotations. The rewrite engine has also been integrated in the �CRL

tool set [1℄, and an be used as a light-weight replaement of the standard ompiling

rewriter of this tool set. Although performing a rewrite step takes more time in the

interpreter than in the ompiler, the former is often preferred, owing to avoidane of

ompilation time, and the exibility of having various strategies.

We will desribe the interfae to the system (Setion 5), whih is unonventional due

to the requirements of the �CRL tool set. In partiular a stak of global environments

is maintained, and a term is always rewritten in the urrent environment (Setion 3).

2 User de�ned and prede�ned strategies

A strategy annotation for a funtion symbol f is a list of integers and rule labels,

where the integers refer to the arguments of f (1 � i � arity(f)) and the rule labels to

rewrite rules for f , i.e. rules whose left hand side have top symbol f . For instane, the

annotation f : [1; �; �; 2℄ means that a term with top symbol f should be normalized

by �rst normalizing its �rst argument, then trying rule � and �; if both fail the seond

argument is normalized.

To normalize orretly, a strategy annotation must be full and in-time. It is full if

all arguments and rules for f are mentioned. It is in-time if arguments are mentioned

before rules that need them. A rule needs an argument if either the argument starts with

a funtion symbol, or the argument is a non-linear variable. It has been proved in [4℄
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that if a normal form is omputed under a strategy annotation satisfying the above

restritions, then the result is a normal form of the original TRS without strategies.

JITty heks these riteria. Moreover, JITty prede�nes the following strategies:

{ left-most innermost, whih �rst normalizes all arguments, and subsequently tries

all rewrite rules.

{ just-in-time, whih also normalizes its arguments from left to right, but tries to

apply rewrite rules as soon as their needed arguments have been evaluated.

JITty's strategy annotations are similar to OBJ's annotations (e.g. [3℄). The an-

notations of JITty are more re�ned, beause rules an be mentioned individually, but

less sophistiated, beause laziness annotations are not supported.

3 Rewriting with global environment

In the �CRL toolset, ertain open terms (i.e. guards of program lines) are rewritten

under many substitutions (i.e. program states). To support this, JITty maintains a

urrent environment. The user an modify the urrent environment by assigning a

term to a variable, provided this term is normal. To resolve name onits, the user

an enter and leave bloks. Entering a blok doesn't hange the global environment,

but leaving a blok restores the previous environment.

The global environment hanges the semantis of rewriting as follows. Given global

environment �, rewriting a term t now means to get the normal form of t

�

, thereby

assuming that the substitution � is normal. This an be exploited in the implementa-

tion: t need not be traversed twie (for substitution and rewriting). Seondly, x

�

(for

variables x in t) need not be traversed to �nd redexes, beause it is supposed to be

normal.

4 Simple demonstrator

We provide a simple demonstrator, whih reads a �le ontaining a signature, a num-

ber of rules, a default strategy, a number of user-de�ned strategies, and a number of

ommands. It has a �xed struture, as shown in Figure 1. The signature onsists of a

number of funtion symbols with their arity. A rule onsists of a label, a list of variables,

a left hand side and a right hand side. The default strategy should be either innermost

or justintime. The default strategy an be overwritten for eah funtion symbol, by an

annotation, being a mixed list of integers and rule labels.

The ommands are of the form rewrite(term) (to start rewriting). The environ-

ment is manipulated by the ommands assign(var,term), enter, leave and lear.

The three examples in Figure 1 are arefully hosen to terminate. Other examples

may loop for ever. After replaing justintime by innermost, only the �rst term will

terminate. The website shows more examples that terminate by virtue of the just-in-

time strategy, e.g. the following rewrite rule for division terminates for losed x and y:

div(x,y) ! if(lt(x,y),O,S(div(minus(x,y),y))).
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signature

T(0) or(2) loop(0)

F(0) and(2)

rules

a1([x℄, and(x,T), x) o1([x℄, or(T,x), T) l([℄, loop, loop)

a2([x℄, and(x,F), F) o2([x℄, or(F,x), x)

default justintime

strategies

and([2,a1,a2,1℄)

end

rewrite( and(loop,F) )

rewrite( or(T,loop) )

rewrite( or(and(loop,F),or(T,loop)) )

stop

Fig. 1. Boolean example.

5 Appliation Programmer's Interfae

JITty is written in the programming language C and makes use of the ATerm library [2℄

for implementing terms. Also many data strutures in JITty make use of ATerms.

Therefore, ATerms also show up in the API of JITty. The funtionality of JITty is

available via the API in Figure 2. A omplete C program using the basi funtionality

is shown in Figure 3.

JIT init is used to initialize (or reset) the rewriter. At initialization, the following

information is needed: lists of funtion symbols, rewrite rules and strategy annotations,

and an integer indiating the default strategy. The syntax of the various lists is similar

to the demonstrator example (Figure 1). JIT normalize(t) returns the normal form

of t in the urrent environment.

The other funtions are used to manipulate the global environment. JIT enter()

and JIT leave() an be used to enter or leave a new blok. JIT lear() undoes all

#inlude "aterm2.h"

#define INNERMOST 1

#define JUSTINTIME 2

void JIT_init(ATermList funtions, ATermList rules,

ATermList strategy,int default_strat);

ATerm JIT_normalize(ATerm t);

void JIT_assign(Symbol v, ATerm t);

void JIT_enter();

void JIT_leave();

void JIT_lear();

int JIT_level();

Fig. 2. JITty Appliation Programmer's Interfae
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#inlude "jitty.h"

int main(int arg, har* argv[℄) {

ATinitialize(arg,argv); /* initialize ATerms */

JIT_init(ATparse("[f(1),g(2),a(0),b(0)℄"), /* signature */

ATparse("[frule([x℄,f(x),g(x,b))," /* rule for f */

" grule([x℄,g(x,x),f(a))℄"), /* rule for g */

ATparse("[f([frule,1℄)℄"), /* strategy annotation */

INNERMOST); /* default strategy */

ATprintf("%t\n",JIT_normalize(ATparse("f(b)")));

}

Fig. 3. Example program of using JITty

bindings in the urrent blok. JIT assign(v,t) assigns term t to variable v (repre-

sented as Symbol from the ATerm library). Finally, JIT level() returns the urrent

level.

6 Implementation Issues { EÆieny

JITty is implemented in C, using the ATerm library to represent terms. This library is

supposed to have an eÆient implementation, and it guarantees that terms are always

stored in maximally shared form. Moreover, �CRL relies on ATerms as well, so at term

level there is no translation between �CRL and JITty.

The atual rewrite ode is very ompat. Two optimizations are implemented. First,

a speial funtion symbol \normal" is put above subterms that are known to be in

normal form. E.g. in � : f(g(x))! h(x), with f : [1; �℄, it is sure that the argument of

h is normal. Here we use the assumption that the strategy annotation is in-time.

The seond optimization is that the rewriter an be put in \hash mode". In this ase,

eah omputed result is stored in a look-up table. So eah omputation is performed

only one. In hashing mode, double traversal of the term annot be avoided, beause we

have to substitute the global environment before rewriting. However, putting \normal"

symbols above instantiated variables avoids needless traversal of these subterms.
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